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Dear readers, 

I am particularly happy to launch the present first issue of “Position Papers” of the 
European Economic and Social Committee (EESC).  The present issue contains  
14 papers produced during my term in office as EESC Vice President responsible 
for Communication. It forms an attempt to make EESC’s opinions on current policy 
issues more clear and more easy to grasp. 

It has always been my conviction that players in the European arena are in need 
of more focussed and user-friendly information to make up their minds – and also 
informed choices. This is the purpose of the present publication. By assembling 
together a number of papers issued recently on key policy issues it intends to be 
a useful information and policy tool alike. Whilst it is primarily addressed to EESC 
members and national economic and social Councils, its aim is no less to inform 
other European institutions and informed public on EESC’s stance on current policy 
issues. 

Present times require quality information to help policy-makers making the right 
choices at European level. Giving wider access to EESC opinions is part of such 
information and on all topics in this booklet the EESC has voted an opinion.  
Since most - if not all – topics dealt with are still on the table, the present issue is 
likely to remain of relevance for a while still to come. 

I rest hopeful that the present first issue of EESC “Position Papers” could indeed fulfil 
this objective. It is up to the readers to conclude whether this aim has been fulfilled. 

Anna Maria Darmanin
EESC Vice-President





Europe 2020 and 
employment for 

young people

Introduction

The European Economic and Social Committee has thrown 
its weight behind the European Union’s efforts to help young 
people find their way into work. Youth unemployment is 
a tragic waste of potential, which not only undermines 
economic growth but could also have serious consequences 
for social cohesion in the future. 

Why is action needed?

In February 2011, the seasonally adjusted unemployment 
rate among young people across Europe stood at more 
than 20%, reaching over 40% in Spain, 36% in Greece (2010), 
31% in Ireland and 34% in Slovakia. The overall figure is little 
changed over the last year, since the financial crisis put earlier 
progress the EU had made in tackling youth unemployment 
into reverse. 

Employment and education are intrinsically linked. Across 
Europe, one in four pupils has poor reading ability, and one 
in seven drops out of education or training early. Among the 
50% who reach medium qualification levels, many find their 
skills do not match employers’ requirements. In Europe, less 
than one in three 25- to 34-year-olds has a university degree, 
compared with 40% in the US and over 50% in Japan. 

What the European Union is doing

The EU’s overarching Europe 2020 growth strategy highlights 
young people in one of its five headline targets: aiming 

to cut early school leaving to no more than 10% of the 
student population, and to boost the number of youngsters 
graduating from university or further education. 

To implement the strategy, the Commission has set out 
seven flagship initiatives. One of these, entitled Youth on the 
Move, aims to improve education and training and make it 
more relevant to young people’s needs, encourage them to 
take advantage of EU grants and opportunities to study or 
train in another EU Member State, and ultimately help them 
to find employment. In all, Youth on the Move proposes 28 
key actions.  

At EU level, for example, the programme entails:

•   Linking up the EU’s student and researcher mobility 
programmes with national schemes and resources;

• Encouraging the modernisation of higher education;

• Recognition for informal learning;

•   Reducing youth unemployment, for example, through 
apprenticeship and work experience schemes, and 
facilitating EU-wide mobility.

Member States need to be closely involved, because 
education remains primarily a national responsibility. So 
governments ought to make investment in education and 
training more efficient, improve results, tailor learning to 
labour market requirements, and help young people into 
work through guidance, apprenticeships, etc. 



The EESC position

The EESC has set out its views on the Youth on the Move 
Communication in an opinion, adopted in March 2011. 

It welcomes the fact that support for young people forms an 
integral part of the Europe 2020 strategy, and confirms that it 
is ready to help implement measures by mobilising the social 
partners and civil society organisations. However, it points out 
that the strategy has been launched in the context of “the 
greatest economic crisis that Europe has faced in years”. If the 
stated objective is to “unleash the potential of young people”, 
the Committee warns against EU or national austerity cuts that 
undermine the very provisions of most value to the young, 
including social rights, the creation of stable jobs, training and 
student mobility. “On the contrary, available resources should 
be better targeted and possibly increased significantly,” it 
argues. Young people need high-quality, permanent and 
adequately paid jobs, and incentives to hire young workers 
should not merely make their employment more insecure. 

The opinion emphasises that in order to be effective, 
measures have to be closely monitored and evaluated, using 
clear indicators.

The EESC supports the creation of a quality framework for 
traineeships, removing obstacles to the free movement of 
young people around the EU for education and work, and 
steps to recognise the value of non-formal learning acquired 
outside the education system. But it counsels caution in 
developing new, standard comparison scales for higher 
education results in different countries.

It backs measures to strengthen youth employment through 
activation and subsidies, career guidance, and appropriate 
wage and social security provision. But it emphasises that any 
changes must be agreed through dialogue with the social 
partners and civil society. 

Developing social capital

At the same time, the Committee also highlights some 
weaknesses in the Commission’s proposals. For example, 
while giving priority to employment and education, they 
underplay the important role of expanding social capital 
and getting involved in civil society, in a young person’s 
development. Gaining an awareness of citizenship, a sense of 

solidarity, and even business acumen, all contribute to young 
people’s integration into society. Indeed, the EESC regrets 
that the Communication has been drawn up ‘for’ rather than 
‘with’ youth, stressing that young people’s active participation 
in approving and implementing activities is vital. 

The EESC opinion calls for more emphasis on non-
discrimination, including measures to combat wage 
inequalities between young men and women, overcome 
the barriers young migrants face in the labour market, and 
address the needs of disadvantaged young people.

Finally, the opinion endorses the important contribution 
of European Social Fund projects, and calls for a higher 
funding priority for young people in the immediate future, 
so as to meet the Europe 2020 objectives. The EESC plans 
to examine the feasibility of a European system of student 
loans. Financing is one of the biggest obstacles to reaching 
the goal of 20% student mobility by 2020, and the opinion 
supports easier access to loans, while acknowledging that 
young people must not become trapped in a spiral of debt.

The EESC works with young people

Because the EESC believes strongly that listening to young 
people themselves, and allowing them an input into EU 
policy-making, is crucial for the future of Europe, for the last 
two years it has organised a special youth event in Brussels. 
Your Europe, Your Say! brings together students from schools 
in all 27 Member States to take part in a simulated EESC 
plenary session, where they can get to know the EU better 
and put forward their own ideas and proposals. 

Europe 2020 strategy: headline target 4

Reduce the share of early school leavers to 10% from the current 15% and increase the share
of the population aged 30-34 having completed tertiary education from 31% to at least 40%.

“The inclusion in the job market of disadvantaged young people should also receive 
proper attention.”

Further information
European Commission Youth Portal 
http://europa.eu/youth/

EESC Opinion on Youth on the Move
http://www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en.soc-
opinions.14760

Your Europe, Your Say!
http://www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en.your-europe-
your-say-2011

Eurostat employment figures
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/cache/ITY_PUBLIC/3-
01042011-AP/EN/3-01042011-AP-EN.PDF



Renewable energy 
for Europe

Introduction

The basis of industrial and modern economic development 
has always been the ability to harness energy and to discover 
and convert new energy sources (coal, gas, oil, electricity, 
uranium) using an unending chain of new technologies: 
steam engines, combustion engines, turbines, reactors… 

However, this development model was based on the 
assumption that resources were infinite and nature could 
easily handle the environmental impact. We now know that 
this is not the case. The age of ‘carefree’ energy use is over. 
The growing global demand for energy and the dangers of 
climate change mean that a dramatic change in technology 
and behaviour is now imperative. 

We have to meet the needs of a growing world population 
and provide for the development of the emerging economies. 
The world economy must adapt to a low-carbon, highly 
efficient model – and it must do so rapidly. 

This is not merely a question of combating climate change 
or using clean technologies: the challenge is to ensure that 
our economies evolve along genuinely sustainable lines by 
changing our methods of production, our consumption 
patterns and our transport, lighting and heating habits. 
This will not be possible without vigorous research and 
development, regulatory or legal measures geared to 
these changing circumstances, market instruments – and 
a concerted campaign to inform and educate the general 
public and consumers. 

The tangible limits of today’s energy system

The large-scale use of fossil fuels for power generation has several disadvantages: dependency on external 
suppliers, long-term uncertainty of supply, and harmful emissions that pollute the natural environment 
and threaten human health. Carbon emissions also contribute to climate change, which could increase 
global temperatures by up to 4˚C by the end of the century1. The EU believes anything above a 2˚C increase 
could be catastrophic. To avoid this, emissions should be stabilised by 2020 and reduced from then on. 

In May 2011, new estimates from the International Energy Agency showed that global carbon emissions 
from power generation had reached their highest levels in history. Therefore, the EU considers progress 
toward sustainable energy to be a priority.

“Finding the right answers to our well-known energy challenges will be key in securing Europe’s prosperity 
and competitiveness. The increase of the share of renewables is vital, but just like all other sources in the 
energy mix they have to be regularly assessed on their contribution to sustainability and cost-effectiveness.”
Stéphane Buffetaut, President of the EESC’s Transport and Energy Section

1Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) estimate



Current and future renewable energies have a key role to 
play in this new approach to economic and social behaviour, 
enabling us to reduce the carbon footprint of tomorrow’s 
energy mix as far as we can. The European Economic 
and Social Committee is therefore in favour of promoting 
a much greater use of renewable energy sources in the 
EU energy mix. 

Renewable energy sources include wind power, solar 
power (thermal, photovoltaic and concentrated), hydro-
electric power, tidal power, geothermal energy and biomass. 
As alternatives to fossil fuels, renewables have several 
advantages. In most cases, they generate little pollution and 
few greenhouse gas emissions. They make Europe more self-
sufficient and less reliant on imported energy supplies. 

The renewable energy industry can be a driver in the move 
towards a new low-carbon economic system that has a great 
potential for creating new jobs.

What the European Union is doing

The EU’s 2008 Climate and Energy Package set out a coherent 
approach to sustainable energy production, including raising 
the proportion of energy from renewable sources from 
8.5 % to 20 % by 2020. The 2009 Renewable Energy Directive 
encourages co-operation between countries and removes 
administrative barriers. It also sets new safeguards to ensure 
that biofuels and bioliquids do not harm the environment in 
other ways. 

EU countries fell behind their indicative renewable energy 
targets in 2010. However, with new measures in the pipeline, 
all Member States are on course to hit the 2020 target. The 
introduction of a single European renewable energy market 
will create economies of scale and cut costs. From 2007-2009, 
the EU invested € 3.26 billion a year in the renewables sector. 

The EESC position

The EESC considers that in the long term the share of energy 
from renewable sources has to go well beyond the EU’s 20 % 
target – as part of a range of measures to cut emissions – if the 
climate policy objectives are to be reached. The expansion 
of the share of renewable energy in electricity production 
should be one of Europe’s top priorities.

The EESC highlights the need for modern and ‘smart’ 
electricity grids, to allow renewable energy to feed in and 
to transport it to where it is needed. Smart grids combined 

with renewable energy will then enable the effective roll-
out of electric vehicles fuelled by green energy. Ultimately, 
this means developing a single, integrated European grid. 
New grid technologies are expected to provide standby 
capacity and storage to accommodate fluctuating patterns 
of supply, and minimise energy wastage.

The EESC in action

The EESC believes that civil society should be deeply involved 
in decision-making and the shaping of new energy legislation 
in the EU. It promotes an intense dialogue between civil 
society organisations and policy-makers on energy topics.

It has issued several opinions that deal with different aspects 
of renewable energy, and organises regular stakeholder 
events in order to establish a real dialogue between citizens, 
energy actors and political decision-makers. 

It also initiates activities to raise wider awareness of Europe’s 
future energy challenges and practical answers to climate 
change. As part of the ‘Save it!’ event, a building made entirely 
of recycled wooden pallets, known as the Pallet House, was 
erected in the centre of Brussels. 

Since 2009, the EESC has also supported activities that 
directly or indirectly relate to its work on renewable energy. 
It is notably promoting more transparency in nuclear energy 
debates by organising regular conferences. It has recently 
started to follow up the proposal for a European Energy 
Community, with the main objective of securing civil society’s 
closer involvement in the upcoming decisions on shaping 
Europe’s common energy policy.

EU energy policy in a nutshell
The EU’s 2009 Renewable Energy Directive sets binding targets for renewable energy: 20 % of energy 
needs in the EU should come from renewable sources by 2020. Each Member State has its own individual 
target for renewable energy, plus a common target of 10 % renewables in the transport sector.

Consumers will require support and incentives to adapt to the consequences of the increasing share of 
renewables, and economically disadvantaged groups will need effective protection against situations of 
energy poverty. 

Further information
EESC website: http://www.eesc.europa.eu

Section for Transport, Energy, Infrastructure and the 
Information Society (TEN): http://www.eesc.europa.
eu/?i=portal.en.ten-section; contact: ten@eesc.europa.eu

Links to recent EESC Opinions:

Roadmap for a low carbon energy system by 2050: http://
www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en.ten-opinions.15054

Energy Strategy for 2011-2020: http://www.eesc.europa.
eu/?i=portal.en.ten-opinions.13795

The Renewable Energy Progress Report: http://www.eesc.
europa.eu/?i=portal.en.ten-opinions.18013



Rio+20:  
a milestone on the road 

to sustainable development

European Economic and Social Committee

In June 2012, 20 years after the first UN ‘Earth Summit’ 
alerted humanity to the unsustainable use of the planet’s 
resources, world leaders will gather again in Rio de Janeiro 
for the UN Conference on Sustainable Development 
(UNCSD) – known as Rio+20 – to agree a renewed 
programme for global action.  

The issues to be tackled centre on two main themes: 

• A green economy in the context of sustainable 
development and eradicating poverty;  

• The institutional framework for sustainable development. 

What is at stake?

Sustainable development is a global concern, but the 
European Union has proved itself to be well advanced 
in its thinking and action in this area, and therefore has 
a key role in making the summit a success. Rio+20 offers 
a not-to-be-missed opportunity to renew the worldwide 

political commitment to sustainable development and 
speed up progress towards a global green economy, 
which would generate jobs, cut poverty and preserve the 
Earth’s natural capital.

The European Economic and Social Committee is actively 
preparing for this important event, through: 

• A broad consultation with organised civil society across 
Europe;  

• Networking with counterparts elsewhere (Brazil, China, 
South Africa and Russia) to agree a joint statement for 
the UN conference; 

• Adopting three important opinions on Rio+20, resource 
efficiency, and creating a low-carbon economy.

The Committee plans to host a side event in the summit 
margins together with the Brazilian Economic and Social 
Development Council. 

”The European Economic and Social Committee’s adoption of three related opinions at the same time – 
on Rio+20, resource efficiency, and a low-carbon economy – highlights the unique, cross-cutting role of 
sustainable development as a policy area. It is not merely about environmental issues. It aims at making the 
best possible use of our limited global resources by coordinating environmental, economic and social policies.”
Mario Campli, President of the EESC’s Agriculture, Rural Development and Environment Section

“Besides preparing a number of opinions on the Earth Summit, the Committee is pursuing, in parallel, broader 
civil society dialogue with players from the EU and further afield on the possible outcomes of this conference.”

Staffan Nilsson, EESC President



The EU position

Following a public consultation, the European Commission 
issued its Communication on ‘Rio+20: towards the green 
economy and better governance’, in June 2011, outlining 
measures to conserve crucial natural resources, to invest 
in green technologies and human capital, and to improve 
global environmental governance. The EESC and the 
Commission have agreed upon a close cooperation before 
and throughout the summit. 

The EU’s Sustainable Development Strategy was adopted 
in 2001 and revised in 2006. Sustainable growth is now 
at the core of EU policy, as one of the three priorities of 
the EU 2020 strategy. One of its seven flagship initiatives 
aims for a resource-efficient Europe with a low-carbon 
economy. In January 2011, it published a Communication 
on ‘A resource-efficient Europe – Flagship initiative under the 
Europe 2020 Strategy’.

Within this framework, the Commission is developing 
policies on, for example, energy, transport, industry and 
climate change. In March 2011, it adopted a ‘Roadmap for 
moving to a competitive low carbon economy in 2050’, with 
measures aimed at cutting greenhouse gas emissions by 
80-95% within 40 years. 

The EESC position: summed up in three new 
opinions

1. Civil society contribution to Rio+20

The EESC calls for the UN conference to send out a clear 
signal to the global community, with concrete proposals 
for achieving sustainable growth while at the same time 
eliminating poverty and social injustice and preserving 
vital natural resources for future generations.

It welcomes the fact that the Commission is at last 
focusing on the social and human welfare aspects of 
the transition to a greener economy, but wants to see 
even higher priority given to issues like social cohesion, 
intergenerational equity, poverty and unemployment. 

The principles of sustainable development need to be 
mainstreamed into all relevant EU policy areas, including 
development aid payments and trade agreements. 

The billions of people living in hunger around the world 
make the first Millennium Development Goal’s pledge 
to end poverty and hunger look increasingly hard to 
achieve. Universal access to water, food, energy and other 
resources should be guaranteed, and reaching women in 
developing countries is particularly important.

The Committee stresses the need to involve the social 
partners in greening the workplace, and calls for stronger 
dialogue with organised civil society at local, national and 
global level. Successful transition to a green economy 
depends on public support.

The UN should have a new mandate for future work, 
including setting and evaluating targets and promoting 

education. The EESC wants the UN Environment 
Programme “beefed up”, and a new top-level Council for 
Sustainable Development which would report directly to 
the UN General Assembly. 

2. Resource efficient Europe

The EESC welcomes the Commission’s initiative. It 
regards resource efficiency as an integral part of the EU’s 
Sustainable Development Strategy and agrees with the 
Commission that the EU 2020 strategy must pave the way 
for longer-term goals, even beyond 2050. It is concerned 
that this flagship initiative has been subsumed under EU 
2020 rather than being applied as a practical element of 
the Sustainable Development Strategy.

The EESC calls for more political debate and communication 
on the sustainable development strategy. It requests 
more detail on 20 individual initiatives and asks for more 
political leadership. The opinion identifies the need to 
develop “a collective sense of responsibility towards 
future generations”, with civil society and business closely 
involved in the process.

3. Low Carbon Economy Roadmap 2050

The EESC urges the EU to reconsider tightening the 
2020 target for greenhouse gas reduction, and to adopt 
indicative reduction targets of 40% by 2030 and 60% by 
2040, to guide investment decisions. 

The Commission should put forward a new package 
of measures, including a stronger European Emissions 
Trading System. The opinion calls for industrial policy and 
coordinated research and development to underpin the 
transition to a low-carbon economy, and for a structured 
and permanent dialogue with civil society. 

Among other measures, the opinion proposes tougher 
regulation to enforce energy efficiency standards, 
motivating consumers to choose green goods and 
services, and switching taxation from labour to resource-
use. And it calls for retraining and support for workers 
moving out of old, carbon-generating industries.

Further information
EESC opinion on Rio+20 (NAT/499)
EESC opinion on Resource efficient Europe 
(NAT/498)
EESC opinion on the Low Carbon Economy 
Roadmap 2050 (NAT/514)

European Commission: 
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/international_
issues/rio20_en.htm
European Parliament: 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/
meetdocs/2009_2014/documents/envi/
re/871/871573/871573en.pdf



Demographic change:  
a challenge and an opportunity

Introduction

Europe’s population is changing. The proportion of 
older people is growing as the ‘baby boomer’ post-war 
generation reaches retirement age. Life expectancy is 
going up by some two to three months every year, and 
the number of 60-year-olds and over is increasing annually 
by about 2 million: twice as fast as before 2007.

On the other hand, after years of decline, the fertility rate 
is now rising slowly, up from less than 1.45 children per 
woman to 1.6. However, a birth rate of 2.1 children per 
woman is needed to replenish the population. 

Europe’s current population growth is fuelled mainly by 
immigration. Between 1 and 2 million non-EU citizens 
move to European countries each year, and intra-EU 
mobility has also increased. By 2060 the proportion of 
migrants and their descendants will double. 

Why is action needed

As the population ages, there is a risk that a shrinking 
working population will have to support more pensioners, 
as well as young and unemployed people on benefits. 
Welfare systems will be unable to cope. 

Despite the fact that over 23 million people are looking 
for work in the EU, the employment rate for older workers 
(55 to 64) is creeping up, reaching 46.0 % in 2009. But the 
European Economic and Social Committee has pointed 
out that many more older people who could - and would 
like to - work are excluded from the labour market, either 
because of prejudices, or because they are forced into 
early retirement. Older workers are twice as likely to face 
long-term unemployment when they lose their jobs.

More women are entering the labour market, but their 
employment rate is still lower than men’s.

Unemployment among young people is at an all-time 
high, although there are signs that the dramatic rise 
provoked by the economic crisis in early 2009 is beginning 
to level off. In July 2011, youth unemployment stood at 
20.7 % in the EU-27.

What the European Union is doing

In its Communication on Dealing with the impact of an 
ageing population in the EU (2009), the Commission called 
for action in a number of policy areas, coordinated at EU 
level.

”Let’s not talk about the formal retirement age. What is important is the value we attach to the time we 
spend at work. In a truly inclusive labour market with high quality work, people will want to – and will be 
able to – stay active longer. Satisfied people are more productive and this should be fully recognised as a key 
factor for growth.”
Leila Kurki, President of the EESC’s Employment, Social Affairs and Citizenship Section



In its most recent Demography Report, the Commission 
argues that “Europe’s future depends … on its capacity 
to tap the strong potential of the two fastest growing 
segments of its population: older people and immigrants.” 

Helping young people into the labour market, and 
enabling workers to adapt their skills throughout their 
lives, are two of the priority ‘flagship initiatives’ of the EU 
2020 Strategy, which proposes a range of actions. To push 
this issue up the policy agenda, the EU has declared 2012 
the European Year of Active Ageing.

The EESC position

The EESC has recently agreed three important opinions 
on demographic change. The future of the labour market 
in Europe – in search of an effective response to demographic 
trends (2011) underlines that better working conditions 
and job prospects would enable older people, among 
other disadvantaged groups, to be less economically 
dependent. It urges governments to apply effective labour 
market policies.

The growing proportion of older people is expected to 
double the ‘demographic dependency ratio’ by 2050, and 
this is often equated with a growing burden on social 
security and pensions. But it is actually the ‘economic 
dependency ratio’ – the proportion of people on welfare 
benefits compared with those working and paying taxes 
– that impacts on prosperity. At present, the economic 
dependency rate is twice as high as the demographic 
ratio of 65-year-olds and over: largely because millions of 
working age people (20-64) do not have jobs. If more of 
them were economically active, it would offset the ageing 
of society.

The EESC opposes moves to force older people into work 
by reducing pension support or raising the statutory 
retirement age. Instead, policies should promote 
participation by increasing the supply of good-quality jobs 
with fair pay, social security contributions and appropriate 
working conditions, and expanding lifelong learning and 
training to update skills. “Older and younger workers are 
not interchangeable”, recognises the opinion: but whereas 
young people may be more flexible, older ones have 
invaluable experience. 

At the same time, demographic change also offers 
new scope for the ‘silver economy’. Older people have 
growing purchasing power, making them a significant 
consumer group, particularly in sectors like leisure, 
tourism and healthcare. Because they are staying fit and 
healthy for longer, they are willing and able to stay in the 
labour market after formal retirement age. Yet prejudice 
is a significant obstacle to older people getting work. 

The EESC calls for awareness-raising campaigns to counter 
stereotyping and turn ‘ageing’ into a positive concept.

Adapting work organisation

“It is not only a question of adapting jobs specifically to 
older workers,” says the EESC. Work organisation should 
accommodate all categories, including disabled workers, 
as well as catering for changing needs throughout people’s 
careers. In its opinion on The role of legal immigration 
in the context of demographic challenges (2010), the 
Committee calls for a holistic response to social change, 
recognising Europe’s need for both highly and less-
qualified immigrant labour if it is to avoid serious gaps in 
the workforce. It deplores the fact that the EU is witnessing 
a rise in intolerance and xenophobia. European legislation 
on immigration should ensure equal treatment based on 
non-discrimination, it affirms.

The EESC also calls for measures to reconcile work and 
family life, to enable more women to enter the workforce. 
Professionally staffed crèches, family leave, and care 
services for dependants are indispensable if women are 
to fulfil their potential. In its opinion on The role of family 
policy in relation to demographic change (2011), the EESC 
calls for policies to support families and combat child 
poverty, and to enable men and women to have as many 
children as they want without having to withdraw from 
the labour market. In view of this, it firmly supports the 
idea of making 2014 the European Year for Families.

“Success in tackling Europe’s demographic challenge continues to depend on a thriving, dynamic economy 
with rising productivity,” says the European Commission. But, mired in the ongoing economic crisis, many 
Member States are failing to grow their way back to recovery, partly because certain groups of people find 
it harder to get work. Restoring growth means creating an inclusive labour market that makes full use of 
everyone’s employment potential, whatever their age or background.

Further information
EESC Opinions:  http://www.eesc.europa

eu/?i=portal.en.opinions-search
SOC/400 –  Demographic trends and the labour 

market
SOC/373 –  Legal immigration in the context of 

demographic challenges
SOC/399 – Family policy and demographic change

European Commission Demography Report 
2010: http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=e
n&furtherNews=yes&newsId=1007&catId=89

European Commission Communication: Dealing 
with the impact of an ageing population in the EU:
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.
do?uri=COM:2009:0180:FIN:EN:PDF



Active ageing   
and solidarity between generations

European Economic and Social Committee

Introduction
2012 is the European Year for Active Ageing and 
Solidarity between Generations. Europeans are living 
longer and staying healthier than ever before and, with 
a low birthrate in many EU countries, this is changing 
the balance of society. As the so-called baby-boomer 
generation moves into retirement, older people are 
looking for ways to maintain their independence and use 
their skills for as long as possible. 
The European Year aims to raise awareness of these issues 
and encourage policy-makers to take action. The European 
Economic and Social Committee (EESC) has been working 
on the challenges of demographic change for a number 
of years, and has put forward many useful proposals.

Why action is needed
Within the EU, the number of people aged 60 and over is 
going up by more than 2 million every year – and the rate 
has doubled over the last three years1. This means that by 
2060 there will be just two people of working age (15-64) 
for every 65-year-old and over, compared with four to one 
today2. In 2008, average life expectancy across the EU had 
risen to 76.4 years for men and 82.4 years for women. 

This means rethinking a whole range of policies: 
pension systems, work organisation, lifelong learning, 
volunteering, health and care services and many more. 
The current crisis is making it difficult for many countries 
to meet the expanding need for care and health services 
for older people, stepping up the pressure for more 
intergenerational solidarity.

What the European Union is doing
Two of the EU 2020 strategy’s five headline targets are 
particularly important for older people:
• Reaching an employment rate of 75% for 20-64-year-

olds;
• Cutting the number of people at risk of poverty by at 

least 20 million.
The World Health Organization defines active ageing 
as “the process of optimizing opportunities for health, 
participation and security in order to enhance quality of 
life as people age”. In June 2010, the Council of the EU 
invited Member States to make active ageing a policy 
priority for the coming years. 
The 2012 Year will hopefully allow for national and local 
initiatives to be better coordinated at EU level, in order to 
give tomorrow’s older adults more opportunities to stay in 
the workforce, keep active in society, and live healthy and 
fulfilling lives.

”Ageing should not only be active, but also healthy, dignified and enjoyable. Hence, ‘active’ ageing should 
not be seen just as the possibility of prolonging working life or social involvement.”

EESC opinion on the European Year for Active Ageing

1 Eurostat Demography report 2010. 

2  Communication (2009) 180 final: Dealing with the impact of an ageing 
population in the EU.



The EESC position
The EESC welcomed the 2012 Year for Active Ageing, but 
pointed out that the framework needed to be broadened 
to cover the crucial interaction between older people and 
the rest of society.
In its unanimous opinion, the Committee highlighted the 
wide range of issues to be addressed, and pointed out that 
the hitherto negative image of older people as a burden 
on society needs to be changed.
The European Year will offer an important opportunity 
to raise awareness about what ageing means, and to 
challenge misconceptions and discrimination. 

Pensions and work
Since welfare systems were set up in Europe a century 
ago, populations have changed radically, threatening their 
viability. In its opinion on the Commission’s Green Paper 
on pensions, the EESC called for reforms to ensure that 
pensions are adequate and sustainable. Pay-As-You-Go 
schemes should continue to be the foundation of security 
in old age, which means finding new financial resources 
to support them. Inadequate pensions risk consigning 
millions more elderly people (especially women) to 
poverty.
Far-reaching measures are required to help people to stay 
longer in the labour force – if they so wish. This means 
tailoring working conditions to older people, making 
jobs more flexible, offering incentives to employers and 
identifying and eliminating potential hazards. Overcoming 
existing prejudices about older people and valuing their 
contribution are decisive prerequisites.

Health, care and housing
The majority of older people would rather stay 
independent, in their own homes, for as long as possible. 
This generates scope for research, innovation and new 
technologies to keep people mobile and self-sufficient. For 
example, the Ambient Assisted Living Programme aims to 
improve older people’s quality of life while at the same 
time strengthening Europe’s industrial and technological 
base. Intergenerational living is another innovation that 
brings together people of different ages to create a self-
supporting community.
Encouraging healthy lifestyles is increasingly important, to 
keep people fit and independent for longer. 
But when older people lose their autonomy, they must 
have universal access to good-quality and affordable 
health and care services, which allow them to live in dignity 
and do not impose unfair burdens on family members – 
especially women. Europe needs to develop a new ‘life-
cycle’ approach to family policy, enabling both men and 
women to undertake periods of care without damaging 
career and pension prospects.    

Lifelong learning and keeping active
Ongoing education throughout life helps individuals to 
stay active both mentally and physically, and encourages 
interaction with other age groups. Older people from 
all backgrounds should have access to information 
technologies, because e-exclusion is a major obstacle to 
communication and employment. 
Expanding opportunities for volunteering is one way 
to keep older people engaged in society, and there is a 
growing recognition of the value of years of experience 
and knowledge. Many elderly continue to care for or give 
financial support to family and friends, and can be mentors 
for the younger generation. Ongoing participation in 
cultural and political fields should be encouraged: projects 
that bring generations together are especially effective in 
combating isolation.  

The ”silver economy” 
Many baby-boomers have considerable purchasing 
power as they get older. As consumers, they can 
generate demand for products and services ranging from 
pharmaceuticals and domestic care to travel, boosting 
growth and employment in Europe’s ailing economies.  

The EESC plans for this European Year
The EESC has set up a group to coordinate its activities 
throughout the Year, monitor its impact, organise 
hearings on relevant themes and draft an opinion on “The 
involvement and participation of older people in society”. 
Members will also be taking part in local events and 
activities in their own countries.

“The potential of older people is increasingly coming to the fore and the opportunities afforded by an ageing 
society given greater prominence.”

EESC opinion on the European Year for Active Ageing 

Further information
2012 European Year for Active Ageing website:  
http://www.active-ageing-2012.eu
Some relevant EESC opinions:  
http://www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en.opinions-search

SOC/389 – European Year for Active Ageing (2012)
SOC 308 – Taking into account the needs of older people
SOC 297 – The situation of ageing workers
SOC 386 – Green Paper on pensions
SOC 367 – The impact of an ageing population on
                    healthcare and welfare systems
SOC 399 – Family policy and demographic ageing

Eurostat Demography report 2010: http://ec.europa.eu/
social/BlobServlet?docId=6688&langId=en
Council conclusions on Active Ageing: 
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/
pressdata/en/lsa/114968.pdf
Commission proposal for a decision on the European Year 
for Active Ageing (2012):
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.
do?uri=COM:2010:0462:FIN:EN:PDF
AGE Platform Europe: http://www.age-platform.org/



Immigration and integration  
Where civil society 

makes the difference

“Integration is a social process of mutual adaptation between immigrants and the welcoming society, which should be supported 
through good governance of the EU.”

Luis Miguel Pariza Castaños

European Economic and Social Committee

Introduction
Immigration makes an important contribution to Europe’s 
economic development and wellbeing. New immigrants bring 
the skills and energy that Europe needs. The EU also has an 
ageing population, so legal migrants are needed to increase 
the working-age population and perform important tasks in 
society.

Immigrants from “third countries” (outside the EU) currently 
make up 4% of the population1, although the rate of 
immigration has fallen in recent years2. 

The European Economic and Social Committee was the first 
EU institution to highlight the importance of measures to 
integrate new migrants in Europe, launching the idea of a 
Europe-wide integration policy at a conference in 2002.

1  Communication on the European Agenda for Integration.
2  Eurostat 1/2011.

Why action is needed
Immigrants need support in settling into their new 
communities. Promoting integration and mutual 
understanding is particularly important in harsh economic 
times, when incomers risk becoming scapegoats for day-
to-day problems like unemployment, when the threat of 
xenophobia – infiltrating even some “mainstream” political 
parties – is growing, and when funding for support measures 
is scarcer.

In 2011, the European Commission identified several obstacles 
to integration, including:

•  Low employment rates (10 percentage points below the 
overall population in 2010) especially among women

• Social exclusion – particularly in poor urban areas

• Public attitudes

“Integration is a reality which migrants live at the workplace, at school, at the bus stop or the sports club. Because it is part of 
everyday life, civil society – which the EESC represents – has a vital role to play in promoting integration. This has been clearly 
recognised both by European institutions and civil society organisations which concretely consider the Committee as a bridge 
between the two of them.”

Luis Miguel Pariza Castaños, President of the Immigration and Integration (IMI) Standing Group



European Union policy
EU immigration policy dates back to the 1999, and since then 
a series of laws have built up a general framework for legal 
migration into Europe. But when it comes to integration, 
while the Treaty now allows EU support, specific policies 
remain largely the responsibility of Member States. European 
cooperation and coordination is therefore crucial. In 20053, the 
Commission called for a comprehensive approach involving 
stakeholders at all levels, and naturally turned to the EESC – as 
its link with civil society – to help.

In July 2011, the Commission adopted a new European 
Agenda for the Integration of Third-Country Nationals, setting 
out policy for the next five years. 

What the EESC is doing
The EESC first called for  “a platform for the greater involvement 
of civil society in the EU-level promotion of policies for the 
integration of third-country nationals” in 2008. In April 2009, 
this became a reality when the European Integration Forum 
held its first meeting. The goal of the Forum is to enable 
civil society organisations to have a concrete input into the 
decision-making process.

Today, the Forum meets twice-yearly and brings together 
some 100 members, including EU and national umbrella 
bodies, NGOs, social partners and all civil society 
representatives working for integration, to consult, exchange 
good practice and make recommendations. The EESC and 
the Commission are jointly responsible for running it, with the 
Committee hosting meetings and providing its secretariat. 
The Forum’s activities are publicised via the European Website 
on Integration: a unique networking facility for everyone from 
policy-makers to researchers.

It is obvious why civil society is so crucial to successful 
integration. Governments can create the framework, but 
integration itself can only occur in the places people meet: 
in workplaces, schools, clubs and so on. Without local 
support and understanding it is an empty concept. This is 
one policy area where the EESC has set the agenda. In an 
opinion on Cooperation in integrating immigrants in July 
2011, the Committee pointed out that “integration is a 
complex, long-term social process, with many dimensions 
and many stakeholders involved, particularly at local level”, 
and urged local and regional authorities to adopt a range of 
policies covering education, healthcare and families. Action 
at local level is now one of the three pillars of the Agenda for 
Integration. 

With more than a decade of work behind it, the EESC’s 
expertise on integration is respected throughout the EU 
institutions. It is regularly invited to ministerial conferences, 
and in 2008 was asked by the Commission to reflect on how 
to set up the Integration Forum and then to co-launch and 
co-manage it. In 2010, the Commission again asked the 
Committee for input on the Agenda for Integration. 

3 “A Common Agenda for Integration”.

Fundamental principles
The Committee’s approach is based on the belief that migrants 
are human beings with exactly the same fundamental 
rights as EU citizens, which must be respected and 
safeguarded. “Although states have a sovereign entitlement 
to control entry and grant residence permits to third-country 
nationals, the EESC recalls that they must comply with their 
obligations under international and European instruments 
and conventions on fundamental human rights,” it declared in 
its opinion on Fundamental rights in European immigration 
legislation. The Committee is also urging the EU and Member 
States to sign the UN Convention on the Protection of the 
Rights of all Migrant Workers. 

From the outset, the EESC has emphasised the need 
for financial resources, to offer appropriate means for 
integration. It pushed for the establishment of a pilot fund 
(INTI) in 2003-2007, succeeded by the European Integration 
Fund, with a budget of €825 million to support projects in 
Member States from 2007-2013.

The Committee believes employment is essential to 
integration4. In its 2010 opinion on ‘Integration and the Social 
Agenda’ it warned that many immigrants face discrimination 
in the workplace, while their children have higher school 
drop-out rates. As the EESC underlined in a hearing in 
November 2011, entrepreneurship is one of the solutions. In 
France, for example, migrants are behind more than 50% of 
new start-ups. 

Migration is a worldwide phenomenon, and therefore 
the EESC emphasises that the impact on sending countries 
must not be forgotten, and highlights the need to cooperate 
with them to counter, notably, the danger of a ‘brain drain’ 
hampering local development. Another opinion is looking at 
ways to improve global cooperation.  

4 Opinion on “Integration of Immigrant Workers”, 2010.

Further information
European Website on Integration: 
http://ec.europa.eu/ewsi/

European Integration Forum website: 
http://ec.europa.eu/ewsi/en/policy/legal.cfm

European Agenda for the Integration of Third 
Country Nationals: 
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri
=COM:2011:0455:FIN:EN:PDF 

EESC Information report: 
The new challenges of integration: 
www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en.soc-opinions.14740

Eurostat immigration figures: 
http://epp.eurostat.ec.europa.eu/cache/ITY_OFFPUB/
KS-SF-11-001/EN/KS-SF-11-001-EN.PDF



Cohesion policy

“Despite the efforts of the EU’s cohesion, rural development and fisheries policies to date, the inequalities 
between regions are again increasing.”

Ioannis Vardakastanis, EESC member, Rapporteur and President of the National Confederation of Disabled People of Greece

European Economic and Social Committee

Introduction
Cohesion policy is at the heart of Europe. It brings Europe 
closer together through investments that enhance growth, 
create jobs, and promote solidarity and cooperation in 
lesser developed regions. 

Worth almost €350 billion over seven years, the 
policy provides support for 455 national and regional 
development programmes across the EU. 

The funding schemes under cohesion policy include the 
European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the European 
Social Fund (ESF), the Cohesion Fund, the European 
Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) and the 
European Maritime and Fisheries Fund (EMFF). 

Collectively, these funds have created an estimated 
1.4 million new jobs, supported some 34 million 

unemployed to get back to work, enhanced the skills of 
another 36 million, funded 4 700 km of motorway and 
1 200 km of high-speed rail, and provided wastewater 
treatment for an additional 23 million people.

Last October, the European Commission adopted legislative 
proposals for cohesion policy for the period 2014-20. The 
proposals align the policy with the Europe 2020 strategy, 
to help invest in growth and jobs and promote social 
inclusion and education. 

The EESC will adopt five opinions on cohesion policy 
during its April plenary.

“The European Economic and Social Committee believes that particular attention should be given to 
genuinely involving all partners and stakeholders in the preparation, execution and ex-post evaluation of 
projects undertaken in the framework of this [cohesion] policy.”

Michael Smyth, President of the Economic and Monetary Union and Economic and Social Cohesion section



Why action is needed
With record high numbers of unemployed and a sovereign 
debt crisis, cohesion policy is key to Europe’s immediate 
and long-term future. Current programming ends in 2013 
and the EU now has to decide how best to invest the 
upcoming budget. 

The past five years have revealed gaps and deficiencies in 
the policy: e.g. top-heavy administration and insufficient 
partnership with civil society. More recently, the financial 
and economic crises have again caused a growing disparity 
of wealth and development between Europe’s richest and 
poorest regions.

The past few years have also cast Europe into financial 
turmoil. Tough austerity measures are hurting education, 
employment, and social protection for Europe’s most 
vulnerable. A successful cohesion policy requires careful 
planning with the full participation of civil society, Member 
States, EU institutions, and the people whose livelihoods 
depend on it.

What the European Union is doing
The European Commission is currently defining a whole 
new set of programmes and projects for the next seven-
year cycle of cohesion policy. 

Several of the funding schemes listed above, each with 
its own unique aims, are under review. Every Member 
State will be drawing up ‘partnership contracts’ with the 
Commission. The contracts outline respective national 
development priorities.

All must align to a new common set of rules that should 
help reach the objectives of the Europe 2020 strategy for 
employment, education, poverty, innovation, research and 
development (R&D) and climate. 

The budget for the 2014-20 cycle is still under negotiation 
but the Commission proposed €376 billion, a €26 billion 
increase compared to 2007-13. It is now up to the Council 
and the European Parliament to agree to the budget and 
the rules for its use.

Less developed regions, with GDP below 75% of the EU 
average, will continue to be the top priority for the policy. 

The EESC position
The EESC, acting on a request from the Commission, 
found that the success of cohesion policy relies heavily 
on a genuine partnership with civil society and grassroots 
initiatives. 

Traditionally, partnership only involved economic 
and social entities. But in 2006, the Council extended 
partnership to include “any other appropriate body 
representing civil society, environmental partners, non-
governmental organisations, and bodies responsible for 
promoting equality between men and women.”

Consequently, the Commission included an article in its 
draft legislative proposals making partnership a mandatory 
feature of EU cohesion policy. The draft legislation still 
needs to go through the Council. However, it would appear 
that some Member States are already opposing the EESC’s 
partnership proposals. 

What needs to be done
The EESC instead wants the proposed new code of 
conduct to determine how partnership should function in 
practice. Such a code would provide clear guidelines for 
projects and programmes and also ensure women, elderly 
and young people and minorities, and aspects like sexual 
orientation, disability, religion and ethnic identity are not 
neglected. 

Despite the Commission’s efforts to simplify procedures, 
administrative barriers persist. “Simplification should 
become cohesion policy’s main objective,” says the EESC’s 
opinion on the Fifth Cohesion Report. 

Excessive auditing and procedures stifle access to EU 
funding for smaller businesses and NGOs. Projects that 
receive a minimum of €250 000 in Community funding 
should be audited only once. The current minimum is €100 
000. 

Every euro should count and investments in projects 
need to produce concrete results. At least 40% of all 
ESF resources should be used to promote employment 
and labour mobility. Another 20% should go towards 
promoting social inclusion and combating poverty. 

The 2007-13 cohesion policy spread out investments too 
thinly. Policy coordination is essential and funds should 
instead focus on thematic areas with a certain degree of 
flexibility. 

Unified policy will also help the EU to meet one of its 
noblest objectives – to reduce the number of people in 
poverty by at least 20 million by 2020.

Further information
EESC Opinions: 
http://www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.
en.opinions-search

EU Cohesion Policy 2014-2020: 
legislative proposals
http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/what/future/
proposals_2014_2020_en.cfm

European Commission Communication: 
Q&A on the legislative package of EU regional, 
employment and social policy for 2014-2020
http://europa.eu/rapid/pressReleasesAction.
do?reference=MEMO/11/663



Civil society in the 
southern Mediterranean

Introduction

Over the last 18 months, unprecedented political change 
has engulfed the countries of the southern and eastern 
Mediterranean. In one state after another, popular 
movements have expressed a desire for greater freedom, 
social justice, human rights, jobs and a better standard of 
living. 

But the struggle for full democracy has come at a price. 
Violence, conflict and social disorder have been more 
acute in some countries than others. In Egypt and Syria, 
for example, the battle is far from over and the outcome 
uncertain. 

Why is the European Economic and Social 
Committee involved?

One of the EESC’s key missions is working alongside 
the other EU institutions – the European Commission, 
Parliament and Council – to ensure the active involvement 
of civil society in the EU’s external relations. It does this in 
particular by supporting the development of economic 
and social councils (ESCs), and through direct dialogue 
with civil society representatives. 

The EESC has had links with civil society in most of the 
southern Mediterranean countries for a number of years. 
In the Euromed partnership framework, a summit of 
economic and social councils in the region takes place 
annually: the next will be in October 2012 in Amman, 
Jordan. But every state in the region is different, and rapid 
change means that the EESC faces many challenges in 
sustaining the rights of civil society, rights that are crucial 
to achieving democracy and pluralism.

European Union policy

In March 2011, during the ‘Arab Spring’, the Commission 
issued a Communication1  on ‘A Partnership for democracy 
and shared prosperity with the southern Mediterranean’. It 
urged «a qualitative step forward in the relations between 
the EU and its southern neighbours», which should be 
rooted in «a joint commitment to common values». One 
of the three vital elements in this relationship must be 
«a stronger partnership with the people, with specific 
emphasis on support to civil society». 

The EU, which is the biggest aid donor in the region, 
pledged support for institution-building, transparency, 
and the fight against corruption. «A thriving civil 

«In the Euro-Mediterranean region, 2012 and beyond will be about dealing with realities on the ground 
and turning the political will for transition into positive results for the people. We need to help them with 
measures that are directly relevant to the challenges they are facing. This has led the EESC to explore new 
avenues to ensure that local civil society can make its voice heard and respected in decision-making at 
national level and in the countries’ relations with the EU.» 

Dimitris Dimitriadis, president of the EESC Euromed Follow-Up Committee

European Economic and Social Committee



«EU policies before the Arab uprising lacked imagination and an understanding of the particularities of the 
local societies, and overlooked local mores, customs, traditions and conventions.»

EESC opinion on civil societies in the Euromed region

society can help uphold human rights and contribute 
to democracy building and good governance, playing 
an important role in checking government excesses,» it 
pointed out. In May 20112 , the Commission reviewed its 
Neighbourhood Policy in the region, followed a year later 
by a roadmap3 for stronger cooperation with southern 
Med countries. 

What the EESC is doing

The Committee’s aim is to foster the development 
of organised civil society and ensure it is involved in 
decision-making across the southern Med region. Since 
this is acknowledged to be a priority, the EESC should 
have a key role in developing EU policy. However, in its 
opinion4 of September 2011, the Committee regretted EU 
institutions’ failure to take full advantage of the resources 
offered by the EESC and its sister body the Committee of 
the Regions.

Despite good intentions, the EU has not been proactive 
enough in fostering organised civil society in these states. 
EU funding has increased since the uprisings, but there 
is little evidence that this has enabled civil society to 
thrive yet. Many organisations do not have the capacity 
to absorb large EU funding packages, but, in any case, 
money is just one of the current challenges. It must be 
matched with mechanisms that allow organisations to 
express their views and influence decision-making. 

The whole region is in a period of transition. Whereas 
in the past, most countries had similar, autocratic 
governments, now EESC policy must adapt to different 
realities. In some countries, such as Tunisia, civil society is 
comparatively organised and active. In others, like Libya, 
it is almost starting from scratch. But all these states have 
one thing in common:  the pressing need to reinforce, 
and in some instances create, a culture of consultation. 
This can only be achieved step by step. Freedom of 
association is essential to enable groups such as trade 
unions, employers’ organisations and NGOs – which form 
the pillars of organised civil society – to function. 

In its opinion  of December 20115 on the European 
Neighbourhood, the EESC called for more support for 
these actors, including through the new Civil Society 
Facility and European Endowment for Democracy. EU 
funding procedures need to be simplified, and training 
provided to help non-state bodies gain access to aid. 
The EESC also called on the EU to broaden its concept of 

civil society to include socio-occupational organisations 
and social dialogue, not just NGOs. Socio-occupational 
organisations play a vital role in the creation of jobs, a 
major regional concern.

The views of women and young people must be heard. 
The EESC also wants easier cross-border mobility for 
students, business people, researchers and artists, among 
others, «to increase people-to-people contacts». 

The EESC welcomed the updated European 
Neighbourhood Policy and its emphasis on civil society’s 
key role. But since it is implemented through national 
action plans, and governments cannot be forced to 
consult civil society, discussions are under way on new 
mechanisms for consultation, possibly through local EU 
delegations. 

On trade, the EU is proposing to conclude Deep and 
Comprehensive Free Trade Area Agreements (DCFTAs) 
with southern Mediterranean countries. These should be 
tailored to reflect different levels of development, and 
should include a civil society monitoring mechanism, so 
that organisations can meet regularly to assess the impact 
of the DCFTA and make recommendations.

In autumn 2012, the Committee will debate two new 
opinions. The first is an information report, drawn up for 
the next Euromed summit, on the role of civil society in 
‘The implementation of the partnership for democracy 
and shared prosperity in the southern Mediterranean’. 
The second is an own-initiative opinion on ‘The role 
of civil society in fighting corruption in the southern 
Mediterranean’. 

The EESC is ready to use its expertise to act as facilitator 
in contacts between civil society organisations, define 
criteria, support capacity building, exchange good 
practice in areas like entrepreneurship and gender 
equality, and help shape future EU policy.

Further information

EESC Euromed web page:
http://www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en.euromed
Follow-Up Committee: 
http://www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en.euromed-
follow-up-committee

 1 COM(2011)200 final
 2 COM(2011)303 final
 3 SWD(2012)121 final
 4 REX/341 Promoting representative civil societies in the Euromed region
 5 REX/340 A new response to a changing neighbourhood



‘Non-Europe’:   
Counting the cost of stalled 

European integration

Introduction
Amid the debate about how to resolve the crisis besetting 
the European Union and the eurozone, with some alarmist 
voices warning of the collapse of the entire European 
project, few commentators stop to ask themselves where 
Europeans would be today without the EU – if they were 
living in 27 different, competing countries with 27 sets of 
standards and policies. 
What criteria are available to show that Europeans are 
better off as a result of the benefits the EU has already 
brought, and that closer European integration is the 
soundest and most viable solution? How can the cost of 
‘non-Europe’, now and in the future, be measured? 
In recent years, the European Economic and Social 
Committee has actively addressed these questions, urging 
the European institutions to make a robust assessment 
based not just on economic factors, but on a broad 
analysis of people’s well-being across Europe. 

European Union policy
In 1988, the Italian economist Paolo Cecchini carried out 
a study for the European Commission on the cost of non-
Europe in relation to the single market, concluding that 
the removal of trade barriers would boost GDP by 4.5-7 % 
and create 2 to 5 million jobs. It played a decisive role in 
the implementation of economic and monetary union. 
Now, almost a quarter of a century later, the cost of a half-
completed integration project is back on the agenda not 
only because it is important in mapping a way out of the 
financial crisis, but also because it is crucial to the Europe 
2020 strategy for growth and jobs and agreement on the 
EU’s new multiannual budget for 2014-2020. 
In December 2010, the European Parliament decided to 
carry out an exhaustive new study. The report is being 
prepared by a consortium led by the London School of 
Economics. The Commission too is planning an ambitious 
research project. The results of these analyses will underpin 
the drafting of the forthcoming Single Market Act II. 

“Contrary to the populist ideas being voiced in certain political quarters in numerous EU countries, 
current economic problems are not related to excesses by eurocrats in Brussels, but to the fact that 
European integration is fundamentally incomplete.”

Georgios Dassis, rapporteur, EESC opinion on the ‘Cost of non-Europe’ 

“In spite of some outstanding successes and an ever-widening influence, the European Union continues 
to doubt itself and to cause others to doubt it.”

Henri Malosse, President, Subcommittee on the cost of non-Europe 
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The European Economic and 
Social Committee’s position

The EESC believes the EU holds the key to economic 
recovery, and is urging European leaders to restore 
confidence in Europe through closer political and 
economic integration and solidarity. In its new opinion, 
‘Towards an updated study of the cost of non-Europe’, 
the Committee calls for an EU assessment that goes 
beyond the single market, to evaluate the full price of not 
completing economic and monetary union. “These costs 
are already extremely high and could grow even more if 
nothing is done,” says the EESC. It urges a different approach 
to the question, examining how further integration can 
maximise the benefits for citizens in a range of different 
fields, and can help Europe to meet the challenges of 
globalisation. 
According to the EESC, the added value of European unity 
cannot be reflected merely in financial statistics. Actions 
and expenditure at EU level should bring not only better 
value for money, but also greater benefits for society than 
efforts at national level. The European dimension can make 
more effective use of Member States’ assets and contribute 
to lower overall costs by pooling resources and achieving 
economies of scale, providing services that countries or 
regions would not be able to offer by themselves. 
In a 2010 opinion on the ‘Community Method’ of 
governance, the EESC drew attention to further positive 
characteristics of European integration, including an open 
and democratic policy debate involving civil society, and 
effective monitoring of decisions. 

Savings across the board
The new opinion highlights a whole range of areas where 
the absence of real economic and political union and 
shared costs is wasting money and preventing Europe 
from developing as a global competitor. These include 
defence, diplomacy, customs, border security, civil 
protection, combating fraud and organised crime, energy, 
environmental protection, research and development, 
social policy and taxation. “Cutting costs in all of these 
spheres … is purely a question of political will.”
Taking energy supply as just one example, creating an EU 
grid capable of exploiting natural power sources such as 
wind and wave energy in the UK and solar power in Spain 
could cut European consumers’ bills by €110 billion by 2020. 

Member States’ defence spending amounted to nearly 
€200 billion in 2010, and yet in the view of experts, capacity 
remained “fragmented and generally ineffective”. Genuine 
cooperation could bring savings of up to €13 billion. 
As for social policy, the EESC insists that greater 
convergence is needed “to ensure that worsening social 
imbalances and the general increase in poverty do not end 
up becoming serious obstacles to significant, balanced 
and sustainable economic growth.”

A response to austerity
As it is, divisions are deepening as a result of the current 
pressure on some Member States to cut their debt – 
often through tough austerity measures. “How can this 
be done without jeopardising the growth which the 
financial markets are calling for?” asks the EESC. To avoid 
a “downward spiral” towards poverty and destitution, the 
EU needs to pool further spending at European level, and 
pursue more ambitious policies. 
“This would enable the EU to create a virtuous circle 
of growth, construct an economic, industrial and 
technological identity that will hold fast in the context of 
globalisation, and to defend our social model, which has 
to a large extent made Europe what it is today.”
The EESC calls on the Commission to factor the cost of 
non-Europe in all sectors, and its impact on employment 
and growth, into the Europe 2020 strategy, with evidence-
based data, an action plan and calculated objectives 
for reducing pointless expenditure, and procedures for 
systematic evaluation of progress.
Now is not the moment to talk about the demise of 
Europe, because the Union is still a work in progress, 
with vast untapped potential. German Chancellor Angela 
Merkel has spoken of greater solidarity in compensation 
for reduced national sovereignty. EU Member States are at 
a crossroads, and the time has come to take a courageous 
decision to complete the European integration project. 

“Decision-makers, please act. The public wants peace and dignity. 
Harness the huge potential of 500 million Europeans. You do not have the right to let them down.”

Henri Malosse 

Further information

European Economic and Social Committee: 
http://www.eesc.europa.eu
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Croatia

«Civil society organisations have raised the standard of human rights protection in Croatia, pointed to 
discriminatory practices in different spheres of social life and influenced a number of legislative changes. EU 
membership can improve networking and strengthen their public influence.»

Ana Milićević Pezelj, Co-President, EU-Croatia Joint Consultative Committee

Introduction
On 1 July 2013, Croatia will become the 28th Member State of 
the European Union. The country's accession comes 10 years 
after it first applied for EU membership in 2003. Croatia is the 
second of the Balkan countries from the former Yugoslavia to 
join the EU: the first was Slovenia in 2004. 

The European Economic and Social Committee warmly 
welcomes this achievement. Croatia is an important part of 
the Western Balkan region, and will strengthen the EU in the 
south-east of Europe from a political, economic, social and 
cultural point of view. At the same time, Croatia will benefit 
from being an integral part of a community of over 500 million 
people, while relations between Croatia and its neighbouring 
EU countries will be reinforced.

European Union policy
Since 1957, when six countries signed up to the European 
Economic Community, the EU has expanded regularly to new 
Member States which satisfy strict entry criteria. Past Union 
enlargements have enhanced transnational cooperation and 
brought higher growth and better standards of living, not only 
in new, but also in old Member States. But today, people across 
the EU are battling the effects of the crisis, which has made civil 
society in many countries more sceptical about the benefits of 
EU membership. 

The European Union remains committed to a fair and credible 
enlargement policy based on regular assessment of individual 
countries' success in meeting EU standards. In October 
2012, Enlargement Commissioner Štefan Füle published a 

«Now it is essential for the EU to demand, in line with the values enshrined in the Lisbon Treaty, the full 
integration of the social partners and other civil society organisations in the development of participative 
democracy in Croatia. The EU must support the activities of Croatian civil society with adequate political, 
organisational and financial means.»

Christoph Lechner, Co-President, EU-Croatia Joint Consultative Committee

European Economic and Social Committee



Further information
European Economic and Social Committee: 
www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en.western-balkans

European Commission: 
http://ec.europa.eu/enlargement/countries/detailed-country-information/croatia/index_en.htm

comprehensive study of Croatia's accession preparations, 
concluding that the country had made good overall progress.

The EU has repeatedly stressed the importance of a European 
perspective for the Western Balkan countries, in order to 
stabilise the region and promote prosperity. Croatia's accession 
will send an important signal that the Western Balkan countries 
have a place in Europe.

The European Economic and Social 
Committee's position
Over the last few years the EESC has been increasingly active in 
the Western Balkans. As a forum for representatives of different 
economic and social groups, the Committee follows the 
development of civil society in the region with great interest. 

The EESC operates both regionally and bilaterally, with 
individual countries, to reinforce democracy, foster civil and 
social dialogue, and encourage strong and active civil society 
organisations and networks through practical support and the 
exchange of experience and best practice. Through its local 
contacts, it is also helping to promote regional cooperation: a 
key feature of the EU's enlargement strategy.

The Committee has been working with civil society in Croatia 
for several years, to prepare for EU membership, with regular 
meetings in the EU and Croatia.

In 2007, following consultation with civil society in Croatia, the 
EESC issued an opinion on "Croatia on the road to accession". 
Among other conclusions, it underlined that, for historical 
reasons, the social partners are major players in the country's 
organised civil society. Besides that, in many cities and regions, 
there are also NGOs focused on issues like human rights, 
equality and disabled people, as well as rural development 
organisations. They all need to contribute to Croatia's continuing 
EU integration. "Strong and effective civil society organisations 
have an important role to play in implementing the Community 
acquis [EU law] and in monitoring, particularly in the period 
immediately following Croatia's accession," argued the opinion. 

EU-Croatia Civil Society Joint Consultative 
Committee
The EU-Croatia Joint Consultative Committee (JCC) meets 
every six months. It comprises six members of the EESC and 
six Croatian representatives. It has been an important tool for 
supporting civil society along the path to accession. 

The JCC works through reports on specific issues prepared 
by both sides, followed by discussion and agreement on 
conclusions. Since its first meeting in March 2007, it has covered, 
among other topics, enterprise and industrial policy, social 
policy and employment, consumer and health protection, social 
dialogue, sustainable development, transport, the European 
Social Fund, reform of the Croatian pension system – especially 
for disabled people – and regional policy. 

At its 11th meeting in June 2012, in Vienna, JCC members 
reiterated their belief that accession will bring benefits for both 
the EU and Croatia. But they highlighted the need for further 
progress in areas such as justice, combating organised crime 
and corruption, and the protection of minorities. Croatia also 
needs to align its legislation on rural development, social policy 
and equal opportunities, and boost its administrative capacity. 
"Organised civil society in Croatia, including the social partners, 
should be mandatorily involved in advance of the adoption of 
EU legislation," added the Committee. 

Western Balkans Civil Society Forum
The Western Balkans Civil Society Forum aims to promote 
participatory democracy and regional cooperation. Its first 
conference in March 2006 examined the status of organised 
civil society in the Western Balkans, and defined a programme 
of common activities. It brought together representatives from 
civil society organisations, the EESC, national Economic and 
Social Councils, EU institutions and NGOs. The Forum meets 
every two years and makes recommendations to national 
governments and the EU. 

A place on the EESC
From 1 July 2013, following Croatia's accession, nine civil society 
representatives from Croatia will join the EESC as full members, 
and the size of the EESC will be increased from 344 to 353. 
One of the tasks of the JCC has been to prepare civil society 
representatives to join the Committee, and its 12th meeting 
in December will enable the Croatian JCC members to get to 
know the Committee's role, structure and working methods.



European banking 
sector/fi nancial services

«We want more protection for European customers, which entails both preventing abuse and restoring the 
prestige of the financial sector. For both goals, we suggested setting up a European Agency for Consumer 
Financial Protection, a body similar to the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau created in the US.»

Juan Mendoza Castro, rapporteur, EESC opinion on the Green Paper on shadow banking

Introduction
Since 2007, the global financial crisis, sparked to a large extent by 
failures in the banking sector, has caused hardship for ordinary 
people around the world. It has demonstrated starkly the need 
for stricter regulation and supervision of the banks and financial 
services that underpin society. 

To mitigate the worst effects, and prevent such problems 
reoccurring in future, the European institutions have proposed 
a range of measures, including injecting public money into 
failing banks and a more long-term plan for a new financial 
supervisory architecture. The European Economic and Social 
Committee has adopted a number of opinions on this crucial 
issue, insisting that financial services must deliver stable, secure 
financial markets.  

European Union policy
At EU level, a new system of banking supervisors consisting 
of a European Banking Authority (EBA), a European Securities 

and Markets Authority (ESMA) and a European Insurance and 
Occupational Pensions Authority (EIOPA), started work in 2011. 
The Commission followed this up with changes to the legal 
framework, for example through the Omnibus II and Solvency 
II Directives, which will ensure stronger risk management and 
transparency from 2014.

The Commission also published a Green Paper on a corporate 
governance action plan, and is presenting new proposals 
in December 2012. Its call for a review of the role of statutory 
auditors was welcomed by the EESC. Other measures have 
addressed short selling and credit default swaps, aimed 
at cutting the risk of instability and boosting coordination 
between the ESMA and Member States.

Earlier in 2012, the Commission published proposals for the 
supervision of credit institutions and an EU framework for their 
recovery in the event of crisis, and for regulating information 
on investment products, as well as a Green Paper on shadow 
banking, and a Roadmap towards a banking union. The EESC 
has recently adopted opinions on all these issues.

«New and stricter rules will offer security to people and markets. The time for adjustment given 
to institutions upholding the euro must be short and clearly defined.»

Carlos Trías Pinto, rapporteur, EESC opinion on banking union and credit institution supervision

European Economic and Social Committee



«The EESC welcomes the legislative proposal for a framework designed to address banking crises pre-emptively, safeguard 
financial stability and diminish the burden on public finances by introducing new preventive, early intervention and resolution 
tools. Ensuring the effective resolution of failing financial institutions within the EU is an essential element in the completion 
of the internal market.»

Lena Roussenova, rapporteur, EESC opinion on Recovery and resolution of credit institutions

Further information: www.eesc.europa.eu

The view of the European Economic and Social 
Committee 
Progress towards a banking union is essential to stabilise and 
restore confidence in the euro. It should form a common basis for 
stability, growth and recovery from the economic crisis. According 
to the EESC, strengthening EU-level supervision of banks is part of 
this process. 

The Committee insists that the new European authorities for 
financial supervision must work with civil society organisations, 
especially consumer groups and trade unions. There needs to 
be provision for civil society to give its input, and for the public 
to access information in a transparent and independent way. As 
well as a European Agency for consumers, the EESC advocates 
protection for whistle-blowers who want to clean up the banking 
sector.

The financial system plays a vital role in investment, job creation, 
and the well-being of society as a whole. In all its forms, it must 
serve the real economy, not speculation, declares the Committee. 

Banking union
The EESC supports the Commission’s view that the broad 
regulatory reforms already under way will not be enough to 
ensure good financial governance and restore confidence in 
the euro and the future of the EU. So it welcomes the package 
of measures covered by the Roadmap and proposals for the 
supervision of credit institutions. Member States must be ready to 
hand over some of their powers in the interests of “socially useful 
and economically efficient” EU governance. 

It calls for the urgent implementation of the Single Supervisory 
Mechanism (SSM), moving towards unification as early as 2013.

The Committee supports the role of the European Central Bank 
(ECB) supervisory board, and the ECB’s added powers, resources, 
and responsibility for supervising all banks and cross-border 
transactions. However it agrees that national bodies should 
remain in charge of consumer protection. It believes that close 
links between the ECB and the EBA are crucial, given that there 
may be some initial overlap of tasks. It urges the Commission 
to set a timetable of objectives for the financial sector’s "single 
rulebook".  

Shadow banking
"Shadow" banking describes sources of credit drawn from outside 
the regular banking system. It grew out of deregulation of the 

financial system in the 1980s, and is now valued at EUR 46 trillion 
globally. 

The shadow sector has not been subject to the same prudential 
rules as traditional banks, and yet European citizens, through 
governments, central banks and deposit guarantee schemes, 
have had to take responsibility for its losses.

The EESC wants to put an end to shadow banking activities by 
imposing the same regulatory and prudential requirements as 
in the rest of the financial sector. It calls for a global approach to 
supervision and information exchange – but while international 
negotiations are under way, the EU should introduce its own legal 
controls. 

Information documents for investment 
products
The EESC wants information to be clear, simple, and comparable 
across the EU. It regrets the fact that national barriers still stand in 
the way of a full internal market, and prevent transparent, cross-
border comparison of a range of products, including mortgages 
and current accounts. Without straightforward, appropriate data, 
investors risk making the wrong choices, paying inflated prices or 
missing good opportunities. 

It also urges Member States to develop basic financial education 
in schools, through informal learning, and among elderly people 
and women at home. 

Recovery and resolution of credit institutions 
and investment firms
The EESC welcomes Commission proposals for pre-emptive 
action to avoid future banking crises and reduce the burden 
on public finances. But it warns that the planned tools have not 
been tested under crisis conditions. Bank failures, if they cannot 
be prevented, must be managed in an orderly way that stops 
them contaminating the whole financial system. The EESC calls 
for adequate funds to be available, to minimise the cost of further 
restructuring for EU taxpayers.  

The Committee believes that, despite the clear set of trigger 
conditions for resolution, if the initiative is left entirely to the 
discretion of the bank’s management, the decision of the resolution 
authority could be taken too late. Supervisors should be able to 
raise the alarm or, failing that, Member States impose heavy fines 
on bank managers who breach the rules of professional practice.



Research and innovation in the EU

Introduction
Science, knowledge, innovation and creativity have been 
the building blocks of European prosperity since before the 
Industrial Revolution. Many of the revolutionary ideas that 
transformed the way people live were "Made in Europe", from 
the motor car and cinema to the computer and the World 
Wide Web.

Today, in the 21st century, Europe remains a global scientific 
powerhouse, while research and innovation (R&I) are vital in 
meeting contemporary economic, social and environmental 
challenges. R&I is fundamental to Europe’s recovery from the 
current economic crisis and progress towards sustainable 
growth and jobs.

However, despite the quality knowledge Europe continues to 
produce, it faces important challenges, including an investment 
gap compared with major rivals like the US and Japan, and 
competition from emerging powers such as China and Brazil. 

In response, the EU and its Member States need not only to 
pump more resources into research but also to get the most out 
of the investments they make. This involves enhancing cross-
border collaboration, improving the mobility of knowledge, 
resources and researchers, and overcoming fragmentation.

European Union policy
Research and innovation have always been an EU priority: the 
European Commission’s Joint Research Centre was set up back 
in 1957.

EU-level activity moved up a gear in the 1980s with the launch 
of multiannual Research Framework Programmes (FPs): from 
FP1 in 1984-1987 to the current FP7 (2007-2013). With a budget 

in excess of EUR 50 billion, FP7 has focused on four main 
strands: cooperation, ideas, people and capacity. The eighth 
Framework Programme, known as Horizon 2020, will run from 
2014 to 2020.

EU Member States have agreed a common research investment 
target of 3  % of combined GDP by 2020 (1 % through public 
funding and 2 % through private-sector investment). This, it is 
estimated, would create 3.7 million jobs and increase annual 
GDP by nearly EUR 800 billion. However, there is a very real risk 
that with ongoing austerity measures, funding may decline 
rather than rise.

R&I is vital to the Union’s strategic vision for the current 
decade, as reflected in the Europe 2020 strategy, which seeks 
to transform the EU into a true Innovation Union (IU) that can 
turn ideas into quality jobs, green growth and social progress.

Since the start of the millennium, the EU and Member States 
have been working together to build a European Research Area 
(ERA). Like the single market, the ERA is a common, open space 
for collaborative R&I, which aims to help Europe make the most 
of its research investment, address common challenges and 
become globally more competitive.

"The Horizon 2020 budget must on no account be reduced or misused as a plaything for various conflicts of interest."

Gerd Wolf, rapporteur, EESC opinion on Horizon 2020

European Economic and Social Committee

"We believe that the free movement of 
researchers, scientific knowledge and technology 
must become the internal market’s ‘fifth 
freedom’ in addition to people, goods, capital 
and services."

Daniela Rondinelli, rapporteur, 
EESC opinion on a partnership for excellence 

and growth in the European Research Area



Further information:

•  Research at the EESC: 
www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en.int-section  

•  EESC opinions on R&D: 
www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en.enterprises-and-industry-
research-developement-opinions 

•  FP7: 
http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/home_en.html 

•  Horizon 2020: 
http://ec.europa.eu/research/horizon2020/ 

•  Research and Innovation at the European Commission: 
http://ec.europa.eu/research/index.cfm?lg=en 

•  Space research at the European Commission: 
http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/space/index_en.htm 

•  Innovation Union: 
http://ec.europa.eu/research/innovation-union/index_en.cfm

•  The European Research Area: 
http://ec.europa.eu/research/era/index_en.htm 

•  The European Research Council: 
http://erc.europa.eu/ 

•  The Joint Research Centre: 
http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/jrc/index.cfm 

•  EU research policy: 
http://europa.eu/legislation_summaries/research_
innovation/index_en.htm

European Economic and Social Committee: www.eesc.europa.eu

The view of the European Economic 
and Social Committee
The European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) 
recognises the importance of research and innovation for the 
EU’s future prosperity, competitiveness and sustainability. That 
is why the topic has been high on its agenda for years.

Research financing is one of the EESC’s top policy priorities 
and one of the most urgent. This is because Member States 
are currently debating the funding of Horizon 2020 and have 
to agree its budget and pass it into law in the course of 2013.

"The Horizon 2020 programme should help to shape the 
European Research Area and should become the critical lever 
that enables the 3 % target to be reached," explains EESC 
member Gerd Wolf, who was the rapporteur on four recent 
opinions related to R&I: focusing on Horizon 2020 (CES806-
2012); international cooperation (CES2081-2012); better access 
to scientific information (CES2282-2012); and the International 
Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor ITER (CES1295-2012). 

In addition to the issue of financing, the EESC Horizon 2020 
opinion focuses on the Commission’s proposals to simplify 
and streamline the programme in comparison with FP7, while 
further proposing that the forthcoming FPs should mainly 
fund collaborative research projects of a manageable size 
and with a workable number of participants. The opinion also 
calls on the Commission to study the potential inconsistencies 
between the objectives of a science-driven research policy 
and an innovation-friendly industrial and competition policy, 
and transform these into complementarities.

Moreover, Horizon 2020 on its own will not be enough, and 
other funding instruments at EU and national level will have to 
be marshalled to the service of knowledge. “The leverage ratio 
of the proposed budget for the Horizon 2020 programme is 
still less than 1 to 30,” notes Mr Wolf. "It is, therefore, all the more 
urgent, in the light of the current economic and financial crisis, 
to use all available financial and structural means to support 
the European Research Area."

A new ERA in research
"At the EESC, we think that completing the ERA is a strategic 
priority for Europe and will help promote growth and economic, 
social and cultural development," insists Daniela Rondinelli, the 
rapporteur on an EESC opinion on building a partnership for 
excellence and growth in the ERA (CES2075-2012). But although 
the EESC is convinced that the research area needs to be in 
place as soon as possible, the opinion concludes that the 
Commission’s ambition to achieve this by 2014 is unrealistic. "In 
our opinion, this deadline is overambitious and strong political 
will on the part of Member States is needed to iron out the 
problems and remove the obstacles that stand in the way of 
fulfilling the ERA."

These obstacles include the absence of a well-functioning and 
integrated EU-wide labour market. In fact, there are numerous 
disincentives in the way of true R&I worker mobility, including 
red tape, language and cultural barriers, not to mention the 
fact that moving from country to country could mean a cut 
in social security entitlements. For that reason, the EESC has 
proposed a supplementary European pension fund to cover or 
offset the losses caused by mobility.



EU's outermost regions

Introduction
The outermost regions (ORs) of the EU are situated 
geographically thousands of kilometres away from Brussels 
and the European continent, but administratively they are as 
much part of the EU as Berlin or Paris. Their ties with Europe go 
back over centuries. They are currently: 

•  The Canary Islands – an autonomous community belonging 
to Spain, in the North Atlantic.

•  Madeira and the Azores – autonomous regions of Portugal, 
in the North Atlantic. 

•  Martinique, Guadeloupe, French Guiana, Réunion, Saint-
Martin – French overseas departments, in the Caribbean and 
Indian Ocean.

The citizens of the ORs make up less than 1% of the EU 
population, but have exactly the same rights and obligations 
and are bound by the same legal framework as their 
counterparts throughout the 27 Member States. 

Why action is needed
Economically, the ORs are fragile. Most of the islands have 
a large proportion of young and highly educated citizens, 
which should be a crucial asset for Europe, with its ageing 
populations. They have higher levels of development than 
their geographical neighbours in Africa or the Caribbean – 
more comparable to their parent states in the EU. For example, 

the Canary Islands have advanced research capacity in areas 
like renewable energy and water management, while Madeira 
is Portugal's second wealthiest region, with GDP above 
the EU average. Yet their relative wealth isolates them from 
neighbouring countries, inhibiting mobility within regions.

As a result, unemployment, especially among young people, 
is up to three times higher than the EU average. The ORs' 
economies are highly dependent on the public sector, with 
one-third of GDP coming from European investment. 

Through its contacts with civil society, the European 
Economic and Social Committee knows that people in the 
ORs feel European, and expect to be treated equally. But they 
criticise policy-makers in Brussels for ignoring their specific 
geographical and climatic conditions, and failing to consult 
them on, for instance, trade or other bilateral issues that 
affect their economies (for example in negotiations with the 
ACP countries). At the same time, they want to be active in 
their regional environment through direct cooperation with 
neighbours. 

The EU has an obligation to meet the aspirations of the people 
of its outermost regions. 

European Union policy
In June 2012, the European Commission issued a 
Communication aimed at helping the ORs "become more self-
reliant, economically more robust and better able to create 

"The outermost regions (ORs) have considerable assets to contribute to the future of Europe: the talents 
of their men and women, their agricultural, fisheries and industrial products, their high-quality tourism 
and their geographical role as outposts of Europe in their regional neighbourhoods. The citizens of the 
ORs feel themselves to be 100% European."

Henri Malosse, EESC rapporteur on the EU's outermost regions

European Economic and Social Committee



Further information: 
Europe's outermost regions and the Single Market: http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/outermost_regions/index_en.htm

EU regional policy: http://ec.europa.eu/regional_policy/activity/outermost/index_en.cfm

EESC opinion: www.eesc.europa.eu/?i=portal.en.eco-opinions.23907

Outermost regions video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=iiOXDlOmEsI

European Economic and Social Committee: www.eesc.europa.eu

sustainable jobs, by capitalising on the unique assets they 
possess and their added value for the EU". It promised to take 
more account of the regions' interests, and give them a higher 
profile.

The proposals included financial investment through the EU's 
Cohesion policy, with support for young people entering 
the labour market from the European Social Fund. Alongside 
measures to modernise traditional sectors, it proposed to 
promote "smart" growth through new technologies and 
entrepreneurship. "The Commission will pursue efforts to 
strengthen the integration of the OR in the single market and 
in their geographical environment," it pledged. 

The EESC's position
"The EU's current priority in relation to the ORs must be to 
strengthen the links that connect them with mainland Europe 
and their citizens' sense of belonging to the European project," 
insists the EESC in its new opinion on Outermost regions – smart 
growth. Indeed, the ORs have much to offer Europe in areas 
like biodiversity, earth observation, renewable energies and 
cultural, ethnic and religious diversity.

For 20 years, the EESC has supported civil society in the ORs in 
its efforts to work more closely with EU institutions. But despite 
the Committee's warnings of the potentially negative impact 
of some EU trade agreements, a lack of consultation has 
persisted. There is no justification for excluding ORs from major 
EU policy areas such as research and mobility, adds the EESC, 
criticising the Communication for neglecting EU partnership 
with civil society and for the absence of projects to strengthen 
people's sense of European identity, for example through 
information campaigns. "The involvement of civil society in the 
EU's strategy must be more than just a slogan."

In recent months, as major EU players have wrangled over the 
size of the EU budget for the next seven-year period (2014-
2020), these isolated regions have struggled to retain their share 
of funding. "Despite the extremely tight budgetary situation, 
specific support for the ORs must not be cut," declares the 

opinion rapporteur Henri Malosse. The EU also needs to tackle 
excessive delays in delivering funds. 

To help young people into work, education and training 
should be one of the three priorities for EU support, says the 
EESC. The second should aim at boosting SMEs and wealth-
creating industries like tourism. Thirdly, the EU must invest in 
major networks such as information technologies, transport, 
waste, water and energy. Overall, the EESC welcomes the EU's 
recognition of the importance of the social dimension in the 
development of the ORs. "No European citizen should be left 
behind in the process of development," it emphasises. 

Agriculture is vital to the ORs' economies, but EU intervention 
through the POSEI programme concentrates too narrowly on 
sugar and bananas, failing to develop a more diverse range 
of products such as vanilla, fruit and vegetables, and fish. 
The Commission should also do more to foster the regions' 
potential for research, given that an astounding 80% of the EU's 
biodiversity is found in its ORs. European networks and clusters 
could encourage and support local researchers.

Much of the EESC's opinion is devoted to ways of promoting 
regional cooperation, which would reinforce the EU's 
geostrategic influence. It calls for a dialogue between civil 
society organisations in the ORs and their neighbours, allowing 
for a say in Economic Partnership Agreements with the ACP 
countries.

The EESC also argues that a new Erasmus Mundus programme 
could boost exchanges between young people in 
neighbouring regions, and help to promote European identity 
and culture. Further, setting up EU representation offices in the 
ORs would enhance the visibility and presence of the Union 
there, offer a channel for direct contact, and avoid the need for 
local authorities to communicate via national capitals.

Finally, the EESC calls on the Commission to carry out an urgent 
analysis of the application of Article 349 (TFEU), which allows 
for the specific situation of the ORs to be taken into account 
in EU policy-making, as there is a strong feeling that the 
opportunities it offers are not being fully exploited.
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